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Welcome to The Spa at Brandon Hall
Dedicated to putting your wellbeing at the heart of everything 
we do. We’ve created a space to escape the everyday and find 
a moment of relaxation, helping you to unwind, de-stress and 
feel totally refreshed.

We do this by infusing quality through every decision we 
make. Our spa, our team members and our location are 
centred on helping you feel like the best possible you. We 
believe our attitude is just as our spa, therefore we treat each 
guest as an individuals. We’re passionate about personalising 
our service at every point, from tailoring our consultations to 
ensuring that every treatment is unique.

Facilities include:

• Indoor Heated Swimming Pool
• Sauna
• Steam
• Relaxation Room
• Spa Boutique
• Five treatment rooms
• Two nail bars
• Gym and fitness studio
• Changing rooms

Spa Opening Hours 

Monday to Saturday – 10:30am – 7:00pm 
Sunday – 9:00am – 5:30pm



INTRODUCING OUR SPA PARTNERS

THALGO
A UNIQUE ART OF ENHANCING BEAUTY, 
INSPIRED BY THE 5 OCEANS

The undisputed expert in marine intelligence for over 
50 years, THALGO explores the oceans to extract 
powerful active molecules with unrivalled benefits, in 
order to provide optimum effectiveness and exceptional 
sensoriality.

THALGO treatments are renowned for their incredible 
results. Harnessing the riches of the sea so you can 
benefit from powerful healing, revitalising and rebalancing 
properties vital for health and well-being. THALGO’S 
exceptional body treatments refine, relax and tone, 
while the facials offer spectacular results in anti-ageing, 
hydrating, purifying and much more.

At the heart of each THALGO treatment is a unique 
knowledge, professional techniques, the precision of exclusive 
massages, divine textures and captivating fragrances, for a 
unique treatment experience and a guarantee of lasting and 
visible results.

O  P  I 
As the world leader in the professional nail care industry, O P  I, a division of Coty, 
is committed to providing high-quality products and services with a focus on 
industry safety and innovation. Known for its exceptional formula, fashionable 
colours and iconic names, O P I’s heavily-pigmented lacquers are super rich, 
long-lasting, and chip-resistant – offering an affordable luxury to consumers.

DELILAH
Driven by the lack of boutique British brands, the team has poured all its 
experience and expertise into Delilah. They were inspired by an abundance of 
quintessentially English influences, from Britannia Metal, a traditional semi-
precious, pewter coloured metal that inspired the design of the packaging, to 
the crown gold accents that run through the whole line. Crown gold was a rose 
coloured gold introduced by Henry VIII to replace the gold sovereign.

Finally, of course, the symbol, the beautiful pale pink Delilah rose, a true icon 
of British beauty. Delilah has been created as a capsule collection of carefully 
formulated cosmetics which offers women a touch of understated luxury they 
can enjoy every day. All our cosmetics are paraben free and no animal testing 
has been conducted or commissioned for any Delilah products. 
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DISCOVERY FACIAL
Treatment time: 30 minutes - £40.00

The perfect express facial if you’re on the go, tailored to 
your skin type. Featuring THALGO’S signature Discovery 
of the Sea welcome massage, unique brush cleanse and 
exfoliation, a soothing hand massage and an application of a 
skin-specific mask, moisturiser and eye cream, you will feel 
refreshed and relaxed with beautifully glowing skin.

ILLUMINATING RADIANCE FACIAL
Treatment time: 30 minutes - £50.00

The ultimate hydra-marine ritual, it magnifies radiance and 
reveals the beauty of dull, tired complexions. The Discovery 
of the Sea welcome massage, cleanse and exfoliation are 
followed by a radiance boosting mask and energising digit 
pressure massage to help the active ingredients penetrate. 
An application of Absolute Radiance Concentrate and 
Hydra-Marine Gel-Balm leaves the complexion fresh and 
glowing with radiance.

The beauty solution that enables the skin to enjoy 
the amazing experience of regeneration and massage 
movements. THALGO has a facial to treat virtually any 
concern. All THALGO facials begin with the “Discovery of 
the Sea” massage to ease tensions and immerse you in a 
relaxing aquatic cocoon.
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3 ALGAE FACIAL 
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £60.00

The THALGO exclusive Thalassotherapy inspired facial, the very 
essence of the micronized marine algae patent, to rebalance 
and remineralise the skin using the richness of marine minerals. 
Experience true marine beauty with this signature algae facial, 
suitable for all skin types. Following the Discovery of the Sea 
welcome massage, unique brush cleanse and exfoliation, a mask 
of pure natural seaweed to revitalise the skin. THALGO’S Heart 
of the Ocean massage recreates the rhythmic motions of the 
sea to relax and relieve tension, and an application of serum and 
moisturiser tailored to your skin type leaves your complexion soft, 
radiant and beautiful. 

PRODIGE DES OCÉANS FACE RITUAL 
Treatment time: 90 minutes - £95.00

Inspired by the Japanese Kobido ancient manual facelift technique, this ultra luxurious experience stimulates energy flow, eliminates toxins and 
tones facial muscles. The unique massage technique is comprised of three steps to deeply relax and release facial tensions, to smooth wrinkles and 
restore firmness and elasticity to the skin. The facial contours appear redefined and resculpted, while wrinkles are smoothed away and the body 
enters a state of deep relaxation. The ultimate beauty experience for total youthfulness.

THALGOMEN OCEAN RITUAL 
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £60.00

A concentration of the best in energy and riches from the 
Oceans, to meet the specific needs of men’s skin. This high-tech, 
relaxing facial for stressed male skin combines energising marine 
active ingredients with soothing massage movements to ensure 
exceptional results. The facial begins with a relaxing back massage 
and is followed by a deep cleanse and exfoliation on the face and 
neck, with an application of Algae Blue Vitale Extract to revitalise 
the skin. A shoulder, neck and scalp massage relieves any remaining 
tension, and the skin is left looking brighter with all signs of stress 
and fatigue erased. The treatment experience has been designed 
for men to address their requirements.
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THALGO FACIAL TREATMENTS 



ANTI -AGEING 25+

ANTI -AGE ING 45+
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COLLAGEN RADIANCE FACIAL 
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £70.00

Give your skin a collagen boost and get instant anti-ageing results for 
first wrinkles. After the Discovery of the Sea relaxing welcome massage 
and unique brush cleanse, an intense exfoliation smoothes the skin and 
improves penetration of the active ingredients, while an expert anti-ageing 
massage lifts the features. A relaxing hand and arm massage is carried out 
while a collagen mask smoothes fine lines and plumps the skin to leave your 
complexion looking radiant.

SILICIUM MARIN SUPER LIFT FACIAL 
Treatment time: 75 minutes - £80.00

This lifting facial is designed to combat all the signs of ageing at 45+ to 
leave your skin firmer, younger-looking and glowing. Relax and let yourself be 
immersed in an aquatic cocoon during the Discovery of the Sea welcome ritual, 
brush cleanse and exfoliation, followed by an expert anti-ageing massage to 
lift the features. A super-lifting mask is then applied to visibly lift and contour 
the face and neck, filling deeper wrinkles after just one treatment.
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THALGO BODY TREATMENTS
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S IGNATURE TREATMENTS

TIME FOR YOUR BODY - For gorgeous skin, a relaxing moment 
or in-depth remineralisation, indulge in THALGO’s multisensory 
and highly effective body wraps. The power of nature for total 
well-being.

PREGNANCY RITUAL
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £65.00

Treat yourself to this relaxing face and body ritual especially designed for 
mums to be. After a soothing welcome massage the skin is smoothed and 
softened with a full body exfoliation, followed by an application of THALGO’S 
stretch mark cream to help the skin tolerate extensive stretching. While this 
is left to work you will be treated to a hydrating facial and a soothing and 
relaxing lower leg and foot massage. Finally, a nourishing body cream is 
applied, leaving your skin feeling silky smooth and completely moisturised.

POLYNESIA SPA RITUAL        
Treatment time: 90 minutes - £105.00

Experience this exotic spa ritual, inspired by the island of Polynesia. 
This luxurious treatment begins with a Manihi Lagoon inspired azure 
foot bath, to protect and hydrate the skin. A vanilla scented body 
scrub, blended with pure Bora Bora white sand, sea salt, coconut 
shell and algo monoi, gently exfoliates the feet and lower legs. Before 
the Mahana Massage loosens muscles and nourishes the skin with a 
rhythmic massage and warm sand pouches. An application of golden 
oil leaves a sun kissed glow and a delicate scent of flowers and monoi.

INDOCEANE SPA RITUAL                                                                                                     
Treatment time: 90 minutes - £105.00

Indoceane is a reinvigorating spa ritual, taking you on a journey of ultimate 
relaxation across the continents, drawing on age old traditions and 
rituals. You will receive a Mediterranean influenced body exfoliation, 
Ayurvedic inspired massage followed by a body wrap that harnesses 
the serenity and relaxing powers of the Orient.

3 ALGAE WRAP                                                                                                  
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £70.00

The original marine algae wrap, harnessing all the incredible benefits 
of seaweed. It activates circulation, increases metabolism, relieves 
aches and pains and can improve certain dry skin conditions. After 
a relaxing welcome massage and body exfoliation, THALGO’S 
patented seaweed wrap is applied, infusing its minerals, vitamins 
and micro-nutrients. Excellent for detox and general well-being.

FRIGI-THALGO BODY WRAP 
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £65.00

Discover THALGO’S famous cool marine wrap, featuring a relaxing 
welcome massage, followed by a bandage wrap infused with a 
THALGO patented seaweed extract, menthol and active ingredients 
to improve blood flow and regulate fluid balance. The wrap 
significantly boosts circulation to eliminate excess fluid and toxins 
from the hips and thighs, and improve the appearance of cellulite.
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S IGNATURE TREATMENTS
SIGNATURE MASSAGE TREATMENT
Treatment time: 30/55 minutes - £35.00/£65.00    

Using a combination of techniques; Bali-press, Lomi Lomi, shiatsu technique and Balinese 
massage, designed to relax and rejuvenate. It incorporates the use of forearms in a rhythmic 
motion, stretches and energy balancing. The treatment is not just a physical experience; it 
also facilitates healing on a mental, emotional and spiritual level as well.

SIGNATURE NATURAL THAI
Treatment time: 55/75 minutes - £70.00/£85.00  

The treatment is an alternative to a traditional relaxing massage. We will use a variety of 
techniques to improve the energy flow. These may include gentle holding, pressing with 
palms, thumbs, fingers and elbows on the meridians, while herbs and oils are tailored to 
your needs, providing you maximum benefits during the treatment.

SIGNATURE HOT STONE MASSAGE   
Treatment time: 55/75 minutes - £65.00/£80.00 

Heated volcanic stones are used in combination with techniques; Lomi Lomi, Thai 
stretches and Ayurveda head massage, to induce a state of peace and relaxation. This 
treatment incorporates the use of forearms in a rhythmic motion, stretches and energy 
balancing. Feeling like royalty as you leave…

SIGNATURE BAMBOO MASSAGE  
Treatment time: 55/75 minutes - £65.00/£80.00        

An innovative way to provide a combination of deep tissue massage and Bali-press 
movements. Using heated bamboo to roll and knead the tissue to create an extreme 
sensation of relaxation and well-being. The sticks are gently warmed, and used by our 
therapist in a Bali technique to give you a firm massage, with long strokes to break down 
tension and stretch tight muscles.

SIGNATURE BODY SCRUB
Treatment time: 55 minutes - £65.00    

Indulge your skin with a unique ‘Traditional Body 
Scrub’. Body scrubbing techniques are used in 
tandem to exfoliate and improve your skin, while 
detoxifying and increasing circulation will leave 
your body and mind glowing.



O P  I   TREATMENTS 
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PROSPA EXPRESS MANICURE WITH 
INFINITE SHINE                                                                   
Treatment time: 30 minutes - £30.00

In a rush and in need of a quick way to de-stress? The O P I ProSpa 
Express Manicure is perfect. Featuring essential O P I ProSpa 
products and techniques in a condensed service that doesn’t 
sacrifice on a premiere experience.

PROSPA SIGNATURE MANICURE WITH 
INFINITE SHINE
Treatment time: 45 minutes - £40.00

Known as the “can’t live without” O P  I ProSpa Signature Manicure 
service. You will experience the quintessential O P I ProSpa 
products combined with a relaxing massage and acupressure. This 
signature experience puts the “Ahhh” back in Spa.

PROSPA PAMPER MANICURE WITH INFINITE SHINE                                                    
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £45.00

Soothe, relax and indulge with the ultimate O P I ProSpa Pamper 
Manicure. The crème de la crème of manicures, you will benefit from 
unparalleled exfoliation, moisture and protection, while revelling in 
a combination of massage techniques and acupressure designed to 
reduce stress and relieve tension.

Finish with Gel Color    
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £40.00

Finish with Gel Color   
Treatment time: 75 minutes - £50.00

Finish with Gel Color   
Treatment time: 90 minutes - £55.00
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PROSPA EXPRESS PEDICURE WITH 
INFINITE SHINE                                                                 
Treatment time: 45 minutes - £35.00

Quick, effective and oh-so relaxing. This O P I ProSpa 
Express Pedicure features essential O P I ProSpa products 
to provide a spa pedicure experience without increasing 
service time.

PROSPA SIGNATURE PEDICURE WITH INFINITE SHINE
Treatment time: 60 minutes - £45.00

Experience a new standard in pedicure services. The O P I ProSpa Signature 
Pedicure includes O P I ProSpa products to soak, exfoliate and smooth callused 
feet. The service is completed with a regimen of massage and acupressure 
techniques to reduce stress and relieve tension.

PROSPA PAMPER PEDICURE WITH INFINITE SHINE                                                                         
Treatment time: 75 minutes - £50.00

Soothe, relax and pamper with the ultimate pedicure experience.
The O P I ProSpa Pamper Pedicure includes unparalleled callus softening, 
exfoliation, moisture and protection. An extended massage combined with 
acupressure to reduce stress, relieve tension will leave you feeling relaxed 
and renewed.

GELCOLOUR REMOVAL FOR HANDS OR FEET                                                                                                              
Treatment time: 30 minutes - £20.00

Finish with Gel Color    
Treatment time: 75 minutes - £45.00

Finish with Gel Color    
Treatment time: 90 minutes - £55.00

Finish with Gel Color    
Treatment time: 105 minutes - £60.00



WAXING TREATMENTS 

T INT ING TREATMENTS

MAKE UP BY DELILAH COSMETICS
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Whether it’s a special occasion or your regular treat, our team of 
therapists will ensure you’re always feeling your very best.

Eyebrow Tidy - £15

Lip - £10.00

Chin - £12.00

Underarm - £15.00

Half Leg - £22.00

Delilah is a boutique British brand born out of friendship, a passion for 
cosmetics and the desire to help women of all ages to look and feel beautiful. 
The team behind Delilah is Rupert Kingston, Hannah Nicholson and Juliet 
White. Delilah has been created as a capsule collection of carefully formulated 
cosmetics which offers women a touch of understated luxury they can 
enjoy every day. All Delilah products are paraben free and no animal 
testing has been conducted or commissioned for any Delilah products.

Bridal Make Up - £70

Bridal Trial - £45

Made of Honour - £55

Prom Makeup - £40

Bridesmaids - £55

Mother of the Bride - £45

Mother of the Groom - £45

Made of Honour - £55

A patch test is required at least 24hours before treatment.

Eyelash Tint - £18.00

Eyebrow Tint - £12.00

Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint - £25.00

Full Leg - £32.00

Bikini - £20.00

Half Leg & Bikini - £38.00

Chest - £30.00

Back and shoulders - £35.00
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SPA INFORMATION

•  Treatments can be booked either by calling the spa directly or online at brandonspa.co.uk. To guarantee your perfect time and date, please book well 
in advance.

•  Please arrive 15 minutes prior to your treatment time to guarantee that your treatment begins on time. This will allow you to be fully relaxed and 
have completed or updated your wellness questionnaire.

•  To confirm your treatments a 50% deposit is required on booking. In the event your treatment is cancelled within 48hours the deposit is non-
refundable and non-transferable.

•  Full payment is required on bookings made 24hours prior to the treatment start date. This is non-refundable should you cancel your booking.

•  In an effort to provide a totally relaxed environment, we ask that you refrain from using your mobile phone in public areas in the spa.

•  A swimming costume is obligatory when using our Brandon Health Club.

•  Underwear must be worn during treatments.

•  Consultation and aftercare advice are included in the treatment time.

•  For health and safety reasons, children under the age of 16 are not permitted in the steam room or sauna.

•  Child and teenage treatments are available; please ask at the spa reception for further information.

•  On making your reservation, please advise us if you have any health concerns or if you may be pregnant so that we can guide you towards the best 
treatments.

•  Gift Voucher- an ideal gift for anybody, gift vouchers are available for The Spa at Brandon Hall. Gift vouchers are non-refundable and non-
transferable. You will be required to give your voucher number at the point of booking a treatment and credit card details will be needed to secure 
your booking.

•  Spa Boutique- to continue your spa regime at home, spa products used during treatments are available from the Spa Boutique on departure.

•  If you would like to create a bespoke treatment plan during your stay, private spa consultations are available free of charge by appointment.

•  We recommend you leave all valuables at home, however lockers are available.

•  We cannot be responsible for any missing items in the spa. Jewellery needs to be removed prior to treatment commencing.

•  All treatment are subject to availability.



GIFT VOUCHERS 
The perfect way to show your appreciation. You can either choose the monetary 
value you wish, or a treatment of your choice. Either way you are guaranteed to 
give a gift which will be remembered long after leaveing the spa.

Buy online at www.brandonspa.co.uk

SPA PARTIES 
Enjoy a sparkling celebration with your favourite people. Perfect for hen 
parties, a day out with the girls, birthdays, team building and pre-wedding 
preparations. We’ll create a bespoke spa experience to remember.
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ESSENTIAL ESCAPE HALF SPA DAY
Enjoy this package for only £70.00 
Sunday to Friday from 9:00am to 1:00pm or 2:00pm to 6:00pm

Includes a tea or coffee and one 60-minute treatment. As part of 
your essential escape spa experience, you can choose one treatment 
from the list below:

• 3 Algae Facial

• THALGO Men Ocean Ritual

• 3 Algae Wrap

• Pregnancy Ritual

• Marine Wellbeing Massage

• Swedish Massage

• O P I Prospa Pamper Manicure with Infinite Shine

• O P I Prospa Signature Pedicure with Infinite Shine 

PURE INDULGENCE SPA DAY                                                                    
Enjoy this package for only £85.00 
Sunday to Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm

Includes a light lunch and one 60-minute spa treatment. As part 
of your spa day experience you can chose a treatment from the 
list below:

• 3 Algae Facial

• THALGO Men Ocean Ritual

• 3 Algae Wrap

• Frigi-Thalgo Body Wrap

• Pregnancy Ritual

• Marine Wellbeing Massage

• Swedish Massage

• O P I Prospa Pamper Manicure with Infinite Shine

• O P I Prospa Signature Pedicure with Infinite Shine 

We put your well being at the heart of everything we do. Our Spa days include unlimited use of Brandon Health Club, complete with fitness studio, 
18 metre heated swimming pool, sauna and steam room. Bath robes, towels and slippers are provided during your visit for your comfort. All spa 
experiences offer you the time to switch off, unwind, relax and repair.

SPA DAYS



DELUXE AFTERNOON TEA AND FIZZ SPA DAY 
Enjoy this package for only £99.00 

The classic day of relaxation and pampering to be enjoyed with 
friends or a loved one. Your day of pure pampering will include: 

•  Full afternoon tea and a glass of prosecco plus two 30-minute 
treatments.

ULTIMATE LUXURY SPA DAY                                                                                                                       
Enjoy this package for only £140.00 
Sunday to Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm

Includes a light lunch and two 60-minute spa treatments. As part 
of your spa day experience you can chose a treatment from the 
list below:

• 3 Algae Facial

• THALGO Men Ocean Ritual

• 3 Algae Wrap

• Frigi-Thalgo Body Wrap

• Pregnancy Ritual

• Marine Wellbeing Massage

• Swedish Massage

• Deep Tissue Massage

• Hot Stones Massage

• O P I Prospa Pamper Manicure with Infinite Shine

• O P I Prospa Pedicure with Infinite Shine 

HEN PARTY AND GROUP BOOKINGS                                                                                                                        
Starting from £35.00

Looking to book a perfect hen party or event, we can tailor your 
spa day to fit your event plans. We will also give the bride to be 
or the group organiser a complimentary 25-minute treatment 
for all bookings of 6 guests or more (subject to availability and 
package choice).

MOTHER-TO-BE SPA DAY      
Enjoy this package for only £65.00 
Sunday to Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm

Includes, a light lunch and one 60-minute spa treatment. As part of 
your spa day experience you can chose a treatment from the list below:

• 3 Algae Facial

• Pregnancy Ritual

• O P I Prospa Pamper Manicure with Infinite Shine

• O P I Prospa Signature Pedicure with Infinite Shine 

SUNDOWN SPA PACKAGE                                                                    
Enjoy this package for only £45.00 
Monday to Friday from 10:30am to 7:00pm

Includes a tea or coffee, and one 30-minute spa treatment. As part of 
your spa day experience you can chose a treatment from the list below:

• Discovery Facial

• Swedish Massage

• O P I Prospa Express Manicure 



ONE NIGHT STAY SPA REVIVER  
Choice of one 30-minute treatment as follows:

• Discovery Facial

• Swedish Massage

• O P I Prospa Express Manicure

From £199.00 per break

ONE NIGHT SPA TIME TOGETHER    
Choice of one 60-minute treatment as follows:

• 3 Algae Facial

• Swedish Massage

• O P I Prospa Pamper Manicure with Infinite Shine

• O P I Prospa Signature Pedicure with Infinite Shine

From £299.00 per break

TWO NIGHTS SPA WELLNESS
Choice of two 30-minute treatments as follows:

• Discovery Facial

• Radiance Facial

• Swedish Massage

• Prospa Express Manicure

Want to make your stay extra special? 
Upgrade to a new Privilege Room from as little as £35.00 per night.

These rooms are recently refurbished, spacious, are located in the main house and 
tend to have views over our grounds and gardens. Additional extras include robes 
and slippers, Nespresso coffee machine and stocked mini bar with soft drinks.

To book this package, visit our website or contact our reservations team directly on 
02476 546 000. 

At The Spa at Brandon Hall, we are experts in relaxation and making sure you feel refreshed and destressed. Our rejuvenating overnight spa 
packages are all about making time, in a place dedicated to you. All of our overnight packages include an overnight stay, full English breakfast and 
three course dinner. All prices are based on two guests sharing a twin or double bedroom. 

All packages are subject to availability, treatment times must 
be reserved at time of booking. 

OVERNIGHT SPA PACKAGES

Or one 60 minute treatment

• 3 Algae Facial

• Swedish Massage

• Marine Wellbeing Massage

• O P I Prospa Pamper Manicure with Infinite Shine

• O P I Prospa Signature Pedicure with Infinite ShineFrom £376.00 per break



Mercure Brandon Hall Hotel and Spa, Main Street, Brandon, Warwickshire CV8 3FW 
02476 546 003 / 02476 546 007  |  h6625-th1@accor.com  |  brandonspa.co.uk


